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Golden ale is first John Smith’s NPD in 22 years 
 

John Smith’s is the latest brand to launch a golden ale variant – its first NPD in 22 
years. 

 
John Smith’s is next month following in the steps of other leading ales Guinness and 

Hobgoblin, which have both launched golden ales in the past year, while number 
one premium bottled ale (PBA) brand Old Speckled Hen launched its golden variant, 
Old Golden Hen, in 2011. According to Greene King, which makes Old Speckled Hen, 
golden ale is now worth £38m and is growing at 10% [Nielsen 52 w/e 25 April 2015]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

John Smith’s Golden Ale will be available in a 500ml glass bottle, taking the brand 
into the PBA arena for the first time, along with 4x500m,l can and 10x440ml can 

packs. Heineken said the drink was intended to appeal to both ale and lager drinkers 
aged 25-49. Its launch follows a packaging refresh for the brand earlier this year, 
which was its first since 1993 when John Smith’s Extra Smooth was introduced. 

 
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/buying-and-supplying/new-product-development/golden-ale-is-first-

john-smiths-npd-in-22-years/522216.article  
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Foster’s asks ‘Why The Hell Not?’ 
in new ad campaign 

 
Heineken – which this year retired the 
Foster’s Good Call campaign fronted by 
characters Brad and Dan – has revealed 

its replacement. 
 

Breaking (24 July) during Channel 4’s 8 
out of 10 Cats and on social media, the 
new push is themed Why The Hell Not? 
and has been inspired by the Aussie ‘can 

do’ attitude to life. 
 

The first ad campaign – created by Adam 
& Eve DDB, features a character who 

defies cynics to become Australia’s first 
male rugby cheerleader. The ad will be 

supported with the hashtag 
#whythehellnot and further content on 

social media. 
 

http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/buying-and-
supplying/marketing/fosters-asks-why-the-hell-

not-in-new-ad-campaign/522215.article  
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NEW Red’s BBQ Sauce 
POS 

Cadbury Desserts 
FSDU 

Fire Eater 
FSDU 
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A better approach to promotions could be priceless 
 

A recent Nielsen study found 58% of UK price promotions are 
loss-making for retailers. More recently, the Competition and 

Markets Authority found evidence that some supermarkets price 
promotions can mislead consumers. 

 
If promotions are simultaneously offering a bad deal to retailers 

and consumers, we can’t understate the transformative 
potential for our industry of getting smarter about pricing. 

 
It’s clear a new approach is required. One that places the 

customer at the centre and makes smart use of data in order to 
deliver truly personalised promotions on goods and services. 

 
It’s understandable that the rise of discounters and the arrival of 
new entrants like Amazon Fresh and its delivery service should 
prompt a rush to introduce yet more price promotions. But for 
most retailers, joining this me-too race is a broken strategy that 

diverts focus to rivals, instead of customers. 
 

http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/stores/prices-and-promotions/a-better-
approach-to-promotions-could-be-priceless/522196.article  

Canned & ambient category report 2015 
 

No self-respecting survivalist would be without a bunker 
full of tinned food. But is the canned and ambient category 

in a dark place? 
 

Things are certainly worse than they were a year ago, when 
we reported category-wide losses of £13.2m in the 

previous 12 months; this year sales are down by 21.4m, a 
0.9% value loss on volumes that have slipped 0.6% [Kantar 

Worldpanel 52 w/e 26 April 2015]. 
 

But not all subcategories are having problems. Ambient 
soup has seen sales rise 0.7% in value on volumes up 1%, 
pulses are racing in prepared beans and peas, up £4.4m in 
value sales, and while value in canned fish is down 1.2%, 

volumes have rose by 3.4% [Kantar]. So why are some 
areas thriving while the overall category merely survives, 

what can the strongest teach the rest, and are other 
ambient subsectors and formats putting a dent into the 

canned classics? 
 

http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/reports/category-reports/canned-and-
ambient-category-report-2015/522219.article  
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Carling Export 
POS 

‘Kids Eat Free’ 
POS 

Captain Morgan’s 
Inline Plinth Display 

Personalised Cookie 
Giant 12 inch Cookie 
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Tesco sugary drinks axe praised by campaigners 
 

Health campaigners have praised Tesco’s move to axe a raft 
of children’s sugary drinks and challenged other 

supermarkets to follow suit. 
 

The Grocer revealed that the retailer was slashing sugar 
added drinks including well-known brands Ribena, Capri-Sun 
and Rubicon from its kids juice drinks range, in time for the 7 

September Back to School Monday. 
 

Tesco made a demand for reformulation to sugar free the 
basis of a range overhaul being carried out as part of CEO 

Dave Lewis’ so-called Project Reset, having urged suppliers in 
May last year to look to remove all added sugar from 

children’s drinks. 
 

http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/buying-and-supplying/health/tesco-sugary-
drinks-axe-praised-by-campaigners/522223.article  

Carlsberg’s latest stunt gives holidaymakers a 
pick-me-up 

 
Carlsberg livened up the baggage carousel at London City 

Airport last week by giving away crates of lager. 
 

Passengers waiting to collect their bags were surprised by 
the arrival of crates of Carlsberg on the carousel, carrying 

the invitation ‘Take Me, I’m Yours’. The brewer secretly 
filmed the giveaway and posted it on social media to mark 

the return of the Carlsberg advertising strapline, ‘If 
Carlsberg did…’. 

 
Passengers also shared the stunt on social media, claimed 

Carlsberg, which said Instagram user Garfla posted an 
image and the caption ‘If Carlsberg did Air Travel’, while 

@sarahthemachine tweeted ‘London City Airport: home of 
a mythical baggage claim giving people free cases of 

Carlsberg! Many happy travellers!’ 
 

Watch the video here… 
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/buying-and-

supplying/marketing/carlsbergs-latest-stunt-gives-holidaymakers-a-
pick-me-up/522224.article  
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Sainsbury’s is second largest grocery retailer 
again as Co-op achieves growth 

 
The Co-operative Group has returned to growth for the 
first time in a year, the latest grocery share figures from 

Kantar Worldpanel have revealed. 
 

For the 12 weeks ending 19 July sales were up by 1% 
and shopper numbers increased by 133,000. 

Meanwhile, the overall market has seen a growth of 
0.8% compared with this time last year. 

 
Despite a fall in sales of 0.3%, Sainsbury’s edged its 
market share up to 16.5%, overtaking Asda in the 
process. This has returned it to its position as the 

second largest supermarket for the first time since 
January. ~This has been boosted by non-food sales, its 

Local outlets and growth in south of the country. 
 

http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/channels/supermarkets/sainsburys-is-
second-largest-grocery-retailer-again-as-co-op-achieves-

growth/522318.article  

Morrisons bringing back Summer Bonus for 
shoppers 

 
Morrisons has reintroduced its Summer Bonus promotion, 

giving shoppers the chance to grab a £15 coupon. 
 

Shoppers must spend £40 or more in-store each week for 
four out of five weeks and will receive a coupon after each 

shop. 
 

They must shop with Morrisons in-store from 27 July to 30 
August. Between 31 August and 6 September 2015, 

customers can present the four coupons at the checkout 
and £15 will be automatically taken from the value of their 

shop. 
 

With each £40 shop, customers can pick one out of 10 card 
game packs from free. These include titles like Disney 
Frozen, Marvel Spider-Man and Star Wars. Each pack 

includes a code for a free e-book to download and any 
customers who find a blue winning card will win one of 550 

family tickets to Disney on Ice presents Worlds of 
Enchantment. 

 
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/stores/prices-and-promotions/morrisons-

bringing-back-summer-bonus-for-shoppers/522335.article  
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UK consumer confidence surges 
 

The UK has overtaken Germany in terms of 
consumer confidence for the first time in 

over five years. 
 

According to the Nielsen Consumer 
Confidence Index shoppers in the UK are the 

second most confident in Europe behind 
Denmark. 

 
The UK surpassed the global average for the 

first time since 2006 and confidence has 
risen for the sixth successive quarter. 

 
The index aims to measure the degree of 

optimism behind the spending decisions of 
consumers and gauges their economic 

outlook. The survey is conducted globally on 
an optimism and pessimism degree scale 
among 30,000 consumers in 60 countries. 

 
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/stores/consumer-

trends/uk-consumer-confidence-
surges/522250.article  

Robinsons Fruit Shoot Hydro gets revamp 
 

Britvic Soft Drinks is revamping its Robinsons Fruit Shoot Hydro range of 
flavoured spring water drinks. 

 
The supplier has reformulated the no added sugar drinks to improve the fruit 

flavours while reducing the sweetness. The level of fruit sugars in the products 
has not altered, with the move designed to make the drinks more refreshing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rolling out from the middle of next month, the drink will feature new packaging 
to push the refreshment message. Changes will include enlargement of the 

name Hydro, a new splash graphic, more fruit imagery and on-pack flash 
highlighting the new taste. The drinks will be available in blackcurrant and 

orange & pineapple in four x 350ml (rsp: £2.39) and eight x 200ml (rsp: £3.25) 
packs, and apple & raspberry in four x 350ml (rsp: £2.39). 

 
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/buying-and-supplying/marketing/robinsons-fruit-shoot-hydro-

gets-revamp/522292.article  
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Waitrose to carry on Channel Islands push 
 

Waitrose is ramping up its distribution in the Channel 
Islands after reaching a supply agreement with a local 

retailer in Alderney. 
 

The Alderney Farm Shop and the recently opened Jean’s 
Stores, owned by dairy farmer Michael Cox and his 

family, will receive deliveries of more than 2,600 
Waitrose own label products including pasta, table 
sauces, fish, desserts, herbs, fruit juice and cheese. 

 
Home to just under 2,000 people, the island is three 

miles long and one and a half miles wide. The deliveries 
will be made one a week from Poole using temperate 

controlled containers. 
 

Cox and his daughter Hannah approached Waitrose 
after the retailer began supplying a similar operator on 
sister island Sark last month. Due to Sark’s car ban, the 
products are delivered to the store on a tractor-drawn 

cart. 
 

http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/stores/property-and-
planning/waitrose-to-carry-on-channel-islands-push/522284.article  

Commuters bowled over by Special K stunt 
 

Kellogg’s unleashed a ‘breakfast commuters’ street team 
across the London Tube last week to promote Special K. 

 
Each of the team members, which were set loose in key 

commuter hotspots during the morning rush from Monday 
to Friday last week, carried a custom-made mobile 

breakfast unit – nicknamed the Special Kase – fitted with a 
fridge to supply cold milk, hidden side compartments to 

store bowls and a full set of cutlery. The units also 
contained spaces to hold boxes of cereal and a thermos  

flask and juicer. 
 

The cereal maker secretly filmed the reaction of fellow 
passengers and posted it on social media to cause a stir. 

 
 

Watch the video here… 
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/buying-and-

supplying/marketing/commuters-bowled-over-by-special-k-
stunt/522274.article  
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Tesco bins ‘Unexpected item in bagging area’ after Britons’ blood boils 
 

Tesco will drop “Unexpected item in bagging area” and other phrases from its self-
service check-outs after shoppers told Britain’s top supermarket they found the 

messages “shouty” and “irritating”. 
 

Tesco introduced self-service in 2003 and now has more than 12,000 of the machines 
handling millions of purchases every day. 

 
They emit the unpopular “Unexpected item” phrase in a female voice follow by 

“Remove this item before continuing” when they do not recognise an object. 
 

Customers simply trying to buy a sandwich or a bottle of milk complained about the 
process, which halts the sale and forces them to wait as a Tesco employee manually 

overrides the frozen computer. 
 

The company said it is switching to a male voice which will ask shoppers to “Please 
check your packing area” and they say “This can now be placed in your bag”. 

 
The company said the new voice is “friendlier” and will add “Thank you for shopping at 

Tesco”. 
 

https://uk.news.yahoo.com/tesco-bins-unexpected-item-bagging-area-britons-blood-120221825--
finance.html#CAMTAHO  
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CONTACT 
If you would like to discuss any field marketing requirements or any other 
aspects of the RSS operation, one of our Directors would be delighted to 

hear from you. 

Head Office: 0141 882 7100 Email: enquiries@rss.uk.com 

Grocery Multiples Joe McManus joemcmanus@rss.uk.com 07971 889875 

Grocery Tactical Graeme Kelly graemekelly@rss.uk.com 07773 389308 

Cash & Carry/Convenience Chris Rhodes chrisrhodes@rss.uk.com 07792 027433 
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